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SUMMARY
A description of the Large Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS) ground-based experiment is
presented. The LGMSS provides five-degrees-of-freedom control of a cylindrical suspended element which
is levitated above a floor-mounted array of air core electromagnets. The uncontrolled degree of freedom is
rotation about the long axis of the cylinder (roll). Levitation and control forces are produced on a permanent
magnet core which is embedded in the cylinder. The cylinder also contains light emitting diodes (LEDs) and
associated electronics and power supply. The LEDs provide active targets for an optical position
measurement system which is being developed in-house at Langley Research Center. The optical position
measurement system will provide six-degrees-of-freedom position information for the LGMSS control
system.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the Large Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS) ground-based
experiment and presents a simplified analytical model which can be used in analyses and simulations in the
development of control system approaches and in evaluations of overall systems performance. The
objectives of the LGMS S ground-based experiment are to investigate the technology issues associated with
magnetic suspension, accurate suspended element control, and accurate position sensing at large gaps. This
technology has potential applications in a wide range of areas including microgravity and vibration isolation
systems, magnetically suspended pointing mounts, large-angle magnetic suspension systems for advanced
actuators, wind tunnel magnetic suspension systems, and remote manipulation/control/positioning of
objects in space. The simplified analytical model is based on the model developed in reference 1. This
model was used to investigate candidate control approaches for the LGMSS. The control approaches are
described and numerical results presented in reference 2.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
The LGMSS ground-based experiment, as originally defined, is shown schematically in figure 1.
It consists of a cylindrical suspended element which has a core composed of permanent magnet material
embedded in it. Levitation forces and control forces and torques are produced on the permanent magnet core
by air core electromagnets which are required to fit within an eight foot by eight foot square by four foot
high volume. The core is suspended a total distance of three feet above the top surface of the electromagnet
volume. In addition to the permanent magnet core, the suspended element also contains an array of LEDs
and associated electronics and power supply. The LEDs are embedded in the surface of the suspended
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element and provide active targets for a photogrammetric optical position measurement system which is
being developed at Langley Research Center. Each LED target is imaged by a cylindrical lens on a linear
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) sensor. Position and orientation of the model is determined from the
position of the projected target images. There are two sensors per sensing unit and a total of eight sensing
units which are positioned symmetrically about and approximately six feet above the suspended element.
The optical position measurement system provides six-degrees-of-freedom position information for the
control system. The original parameters of the experiment are given in table 1.
Feasibility Studies
After defining the LGMSS experiment, two studies were performed to verify the feasibility of
building a system to meet the experiment requirements and to investigate approaches to implement it. One
study was performed by Madison Magnetics, Inc. and resulted in a proposed configuration of five
electromagnets mounted in a planar array (ref. 3). This approach was designated the five-coil system and the
study results are summarized below. The other study was performed by SatCon Technology Corporation
and resulted in a proposed configuration of six electromagnets mounted in a planar array. This approach
was designated the six-coil system and the study results are also summarized below.
Five-coil system.- An important conclusion of the Madison Magnetics study was that the implementation
of the LGMSS experiment was feasible. The proposed implementation is shown schematically in figure 2
and consists of a planar array of five electromagnets mounted in a circular configuration. Since the LGMSS
requirement is for five-degrees-of-freedom control, this represents the minimum number of actuators. The
electromagnets are conventional liquid-helium cooled superconductors and combine the functions of
levitation and control. The magnetization vector is horizontal (parallel to the long axis of the core) and the
system is capable of providing 360 degrees yaw (rotation about the vertical axis) control.
Six-coil system.- The SatCon study also concluded that it was feasible to implement the LGMSS
experiment. Their proposed approach is shown in figure 3 and consists of a planar array of six
electromagnets mounted in a circular configuration. The two approaches are similar with the major
differences being in the control approach and the number of coils. The six-coil configuration also uses
electromagnets which are conventional liquid-helium cooled superconductors and which combine the
functions of levitation and control. The magnetization vector is horizontal (parallel to the long axis of the
core) and the system is capable of providing 360 degrees yaw control. The main reasons for adding a sixth
coil were control system related. The six coil system results in a symmetrical configuration and also
results in an overspecified system from the standpoint of control inputs. The sixth coil could be fitted in
the allowable volume without a significant increase in total Ampere-turns.
Selected Configuration
As a result of the feasibility studies and further in-house studies, the requirements for the LGMSS
experiment were refined and a decision was made to procure the design, fabrication, installation, and test of
an LGMSS. The revised LGMSS requirements are presented in table 2. An open, competitive,
procurement effort resulted in the selection of a configuration proposed by Intermagnetics General
Corporation. This configuration is shown schematically in figure 4. As shown in the figure, there are two
large concentric levitation coils and a separate set of control coils. The levitation coils are superconducting
coils which are operated in the persistent mode. In the persistent mode, a superconducting coil is charged
up to a certain current value and the terminals are shorted through a persistent mode switch. Since the
superconductor haszeroq'esistance, the current continues to flow or persist in the coil. In the configuration
shown, the coils have currents flowing in opposite directions. The control coils are shown in a generic
configuration since the contract is in the design phase and a final configuration has not been selected. The
control coils are conventional room temperature coils. Figure 5 shows the levitation coils and permanent
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magnetcoreinmoredetail.Asshownin thefigure,themagnetizationvectorofthecoreisvertical(perpendiculartothelongaxis).Byadjustingthepersistent-modecurrentsothecorrectvalues,avertical
fieldandgradientcanbeproducedatthelocationofthecorewhichwillproduceastablelevitationforceand
alsoastabletorqueabouttherollandpitchaxes.Requiredcontrolforcesandtorquesareprovidedbythe
separatecontrolcoils.Yawtorqueinthisconfigurationisprovidedbyproducingasecond-ordergradient(gradientofagradient)alongthelongaxisofthecorein thex-yplane.It shouldbenotedthatthis
configurationhasthepotentialforprovidingactiverollcontrol.
LGMSSANALYTICALMODEL
ThissectionpresentsananalyticalmodeloftheLGMSSwhichisbasedonthemodeldevelopedin
reference1.Thismodelassumesamagnetizationvectorwhichisparalleltothelongaxisofthecore.An
analyticalmodelforacorewithaverticalmagnetizationvector,whichincludesyawtorquegenerationwith
second-ordergradients,i beingdeveloped.Figure1showsthecoordinatesystemsandinitialalignment.A
setoforthogonal_,y,_bodyfixedaxesdefinesthemotionofthecorewithrespecttoinertialspace.The
corecoordinatesystemisinitiallyalignedwithanorthogonalx,y, zsystemfixedininertialspace.A set
oforthogonalXb,Yb,Zbaxes,alsofixedininertialspace,definethelocationof theelectromagnetarray
withrespecttothex,y,z system.TheXbandYbaxesareparalleltothex andyaxesrespectivelyandthe
Zbandzaxesarealigned.Thecentersofthetwoaxissystemsareseparatedbythedistanceh. Theangular
accelerationfthecore,incorecoordinates,canbewrittenas(seeref.1)
{_} =(lflc)(Vol({M}X[Tm]{B})+ {Td}) (1)
whereIcisthecoremomentof inertia bouttheaxesofsymmetry( andz),Volisthevolumeofthecore,
{M} isthemagnetizationofthecore,[Tm]isthevectortransformationmatrixfrominertialtocore
coordinates,{B} is thefluxdensityproducedbytheelectromagnets,and{Td}representsexternaldisturbance
torques.Abaroveravariableindicatesthatit isreferencedtocorecoordinates.Thetranslational
accelerationf thecore,incorecoordinates,canbewrittenas
{V} = (I/mc)(Vol([Tm][3B][Tm]"I{M}) + {Fd}) (2)
where mc is the mass of the core, [3B] is a matrix of the gradients of {B}, and {Fd} represents external
disturbance forces in core coordinates. The simplified field model of reference 1 has been extended to include
expansion of the field around the operating point to first order terms. This means that each element of {B},
for example Bx, can be written in the form
Bx = Bx + (Bxx)X + (Bxy)Y + (Bxz)Z (3)
where Bx, Bxx, Bxy, and Bxz are values calculated at the operating point and the notation OBi]3j = Bij has
been used. Since the fields and gradients are linear functions of coil currents, the components of Bx
produced by coil n of an n-coil system can be written as
Bxn = Kxn(In/Imax)
where Imax is the maximum coil current, Kxn is a constant which represents the magnitude of Bxn
produced by Imax, and In is the coil current. For the total system, Bx can be written as (see ref. 1)
(4)
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where
Bx = (1Bmax)[K×j{I} (5)
and
LKxJ= LKxlKx2" ••Kx=J
{I}T = [_11I2"'" InJ (7)
The other fields and gradients can be written in the same way. A block diagram of the system is shown in
figure 6. This model is nonlinear and is of the form
where x is given by
and the input u is given by
II
x = f(x,u) (8)
xT=[_y f_--zOy Oz V-x Vy Vz x y zJ (9)
uT = LI1 I2"'" InJ
The states Oy and Oz in (9) are the pitch and yaw angles of the core respectively.
(lo)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Large Gap Magnetic Suspension System (LGMSS) ground-based experiment has been
described and a simplified analytical model presented. The analytical model is for a suspended element core
with a horizontal magnetization vector. An analytical model for a suspended element core with a vertical
magnetization vector, which includes yaw torque generation with second-order gradients, is being developed.
The objectives of the experiment are to investigate the technology issues associated with magnetic
suspension, accurate suspended element control, and accurate position sensing at large gaps. This
technology has potential applications in a wide range of areas including microgravity and vibration isolation
systems, magnetically suspended pointing mounts, large-angle magnetic suspension systems for advanced
actuators, wind tunnel magnetic suspension systems, and remote manipulation/control/positioning of
objects in space.
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TABLE 1. - LGMSS FEASIBILITY STUDY PARAMETERS
Core dimensions
(two sizes)
Diameter = 4 in.
Length = 9 in.
Diameter = 2 in.
Length = 12 in.
Suspension support capability
Core weight plus 15 lb.
Electromagnet volume
(floor mounted)
- 8 ft. X 8 ft, square X 4 ft. high
Suspension height
(above electromagnet volume)
- 3ft.
Position range
(yaw)
40 deg.
Aectn-acy
Translation (x, y, z) = + 0.001 in.
Rotation (Ox, Oy, Oz) = + 0.002 deg.
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TABLE 2. - LGMSS STATEMENT OF WORK PARAMETERS
• Core dimensions
(two sizes)
Diameter = 1.25 in.
Length = 5.85 in.
Diameter = 2.30 in.
Length = 7.80 in.
• Suspension support capability
Core weight plus 50% of core weight
• Electromagnet volume
(floor mounted)
8 ft. X 8 ft. square X 4 ft. high
• Suspension height
(above eleclromagnet volume)
3 ft.
• Position range
(yaw)
- _+360 deg.
• Accuracy
- Translation (x, y, z) -- + 0.01 in.
- Rotation (Ox, Oy, Oz) = -+0.02 deg.
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